Single molecule imaging of supported planar lipid bilayer--reconstituted human insulin receptors by in situ scanning probe microscopy.
A 480-kDa disulfide-linked heterodimer single-pass transmembrane protein, the insulin receptor, is autophosphorylated upon insulin binding to its extracellular domain. Remarkably, the structural basis for this activation process remained largely unknown until the recent cryoelectron microscopy studies of the insulin-insulin receptor complex by Luo et al. [Science 285 (1999) 1077]. We report here the results of an in situ study by high-resolution scanning probe microscopy of the full-length insulin receptor reconstituted within supported planar lipid bilayers. Our preliminary studies confirm that (1) the intact receptor can be reconstituted constitutively within a lipid vesicle and (2) fusion of the receptor-containing vesicles to mica resulted in the formation of molecular flat 5.5-nm-thick supported planar bilayers populated by two populations of protrusions, the shape and size of which are consistent with those of the insulin receptor's intra- and extracellular domains as modeled by the cryo-EM data of Ottensmeyer et al. [Biochemistry 39 (2000) 12103]. These results establish a framework for real-time studies of insulin-insulin receptor binding by in situ SPM and single molecule force spectroscopy.